
 

Long Range Planning Committee Meeting Summary   February 2, 2016; Planning Division Work Plan 
and Crystal City Community Features/Amenities Matrix.  PC Members in Attendance: Ginger Brown (LRPC Chair), Steve 

Cole, Steve Sockwell, Jane Siegel, James Schroll, Stephen Hughes, Elizabeth Gearin.  Staff in Attendance: Bob Duffy, Margaret 

Rhodes, Anthony Fusarelli.  Members of the Public in Attendance: Richard Lolich, Christer Ahl, James Lantelme, Carrie 

Johnson, Mary Rouleau, Inda Stagg, Chris Forinash, Tom Korns, Judy Freshman, Barbara Selfridge, Craig Friedson, Malcolm 

Haith, Tad Lunger, Rob Mandle. 

 
The principle comments from the LRPC are summarized below.  
 
 
Planning Division Work Plan – FY 2017 
 

• Comprehensive Planning Topics 
 

• One member requested that when the non-conforming 1- and 2-Family Dwelling Units report and the 
Modifications and Bonus Study report go to the County Board that the Planning Commission also be kept 
in the loop.   
 

• Another member asked if the Zoning Ordinance maintenance items will also go to the Zoning Committee 
of the Planning Commission. 
 

• One member was concerned that there was no opportunity to review the draft work plan prior to this 
meeting.  He noted that it seems unfair and unreasonable to ask for thoughtful feedback in this way. 
 

• One member asked which staff members will be involved in the implementation of the Affordable 
Housing Master Plan. There was one reference here to Zoning, but what other staff teams will 
participate? Does the Affordable Housing Element of the Comprehensive Plan still need to be written? Or 
is it more that only refinements are needed based on what was adopted in 2015? 
 

• One member noted that she was glad to see that 22202 Planning Coordination is listed as a substantive 
element on slide 9, but she was confused that slide 14 states that this is subject to further discussion.  She 
applauds the focus on 22202 being in the work plan and said that this should be kept in mind when 
discussing community facilities, as it could be a way of saying that we need additional context for 
considering transportation infrastructure, schools and parks. 
 

• Another member asked, regarding the potential review of sector plans, if there has been any thought vis-
a-vis the prioritization of which sector plans would get revisited first.  He noted that a lot of site plans 
have recently come forward in Ballston with outdated guidance and he feels that the Ballston Sector Plan 
should be reexamined in FY 2018. 
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• One member asked when there will be a scope of work for Lee Highway planning. As we begin defining a 
scope of work, we should try to clarify whether we see the work of Lee Highway Alliance being supported 
by staff and what the various roles and responsibilities will be. 

 
 

• Urban Design and Research Topics 
 

• One member asked for more information about the North Rosslyn Waterfront Vision Plan. 
 

• Current Planning Topics 
 

• One member wanted to confirm that the only new position being requested is that of Public Facilities 
Review Committee (“PFRC”) Coordinator, although historically it has been combined with another 
position (Planning Commission Coordinator). This member noted that it is important to be mindful that 
the PFRC addresses projects other than schools in contemplating whether enough resources are being 
directed towards the PFRC. 

 
• Wrap-Up 

 
• One member noted that at first blush the work plan seems very comprehensive.   One concern might be 

that all of these worthy goals may be too much to take on, though this remains to be seen. Addressing 
the fragmentation of planning efforts in 22202, which is matched by the fragmentation of the civic 
associations in this area, through a coordinated effort would be helpful. 

 
• One member suggested that it could be helpful to try to condense things down to one page to 

communicate the key priorities. 
 

• Another member said that the draft work plan appears to be an excellent start, but it would be useful to 
know how much staff time will be devoted to the Community Facilities effort.  Will it be an iterative or 
ongoing process? 

 
• Regarding Lee Highway, one member noted that it seems like staff may go in a couple of different 

directions.  This member encouraged staff to be upfront with the community on what these different 
paths would mean for their time.   Staff needs to be clear about the level of influence the public will have 
on the Lee Highway project.  

 
• One member said that over the past 3.5 years, the community has worked really hard to get to this point 

on Lee Highway. There is still a lot of work before us and we really need to understand where we are 
going.  We would like a specific path for moving forward with the community conversation.  There is a 
sense of urgency because of the underdeveloped properties and surface parking lots. 
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Crystal City Community Features/Amenities Matrix 
 
COMMENTS FROM THE LRPC  

• One member noted that having the ability to sort the features/amenities by block would be helpful, 
especially when reviewing block plans to see what is being accomplished at a local level.  He suggested 
that perhaps an Access database might be more useful than an Excel document. 
 

• Another member suggested that it would be helpful to have the matrix all on one page.  
 

• One member asked if this matrix could be modified to speak to the timing of project to the extent this is 
known.  He suggested that we could at least ask developers what their thoughts are on when their 
projects might be completed.   
 

• Another member said that this is clearly a database, which may be fine for its purpose.  However, it would 
also be good to have a high-level quick summary that distills the database into the key takeaways. 
 

• One member agreed that information on project status could be helpful, along with a short narrative to 
help tell the story (for example: the impact on schools has been…, there has been an uptick in 
development because of…).  
 

• Another member said that this matrix does not answer key questions such as “when might we realize 
Center Park.” Maybe the matrix could be edited to clarify what is dependent on a site plan to be achieved 
versus what would be implemented through the CIP or the TIF. 
 

• The main point of the matrix, according to one member, was to focus on the improvements called for in 
the sector plan to mitigate the impacts of additional density.  As the matrix is a lot about transparency 
and accountability, it is too broad in its current form and includes things that muddy the waters on what 
should be provided consistent with the plan.  It should only have the mitigating factors actually called for 
in the sector plan and no “other” categories.   
 

• For instance, according to this same member, if the sector plan calls for 500 Affordable Dwelling Units, 
this matrix should show that somehow, so that progress on meeting that goal can be tracked.  The plan 
includes aspirations for no net loss of open space as redevelopment occurs and the matrix should help 
maintain an awareness of this goal (mitigation of the development process). 
 

• This member also noted that this matrix is to be first and foremost used by the County Board.  The matrix 
should present an assessment of each site plan that shows what benefits further the sector plan and 
which ones do not so that the County Board can see what percentage of the dollars are going to realize 
the vision for Crystal City. 
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• This member suggested that the matrix should also help clarify which improvements will be paid for by 
public resources and which ones are to be supported by private development.  It should also distinguish 
between those improvements that will be broadly supported by a number of sources and those that will 
be localized. 

 
• Benefits like LEED and TDM, along with benefits related to standard site plan conditions (utility 

undergrounding, etc.), should not be included, according to this same member.  
 

• This member also expressed interest in having the matrix be something that will help the County Board 
understand the implications of its decisions on how it is or is not supporting implementation of the sector 
plan. 
 

• This member also suggested having a conversation with former Planning Commission Member and 
Crystal City Citizen Review Council Chair Terry Savela for her input and impressions. 
 

COMMENTS FROM THE AUDIENCE 
 

• One audience member noted that it is critical to see this document as specifically focused on what the 
sector plan held out as community benefits. This does not mean that we want to lose track of other 
aspects of the community benefit so that they can be in front of us in Site Plan Review Committee and 
Long Range Planning Committee discussions. 
 

• With this matrix, according to this same audience member, too much emphasis is placed on just the site 
plan process.  There should be more emphasis on County projects and the County’s accountability for 
follow through on those projects. 
 

• One audience member said that he is concerned that if the transportation projects are only summarized 
in this matrix, they may fall through the cracks.  The information in this matrix needs to not just be seen 
by those reviewing the site plans, but also by those who are planning the CIP. 
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